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A GALLERY 
OF THE 20TH CENTURY

EDITORIAL

The appearance of specifi c places, 
their function and social reception, 
changes over time because nothing 
is permanent and everything is in 
fl ux. 
Let us look at how a couple of places 
in the topography of our town once 
appeared and functioned. Kościuszko 
Square with its cobblestone paving, 
a fl imsy tree, and the wheel of an 
unused well. There are carousels, 
booths, and shooting ranges used at 
festivals. Seeing it today, it is hard to 
imagine that a circus tent with all the 
accoutrements was once pitched in 
the middle of the square. That a wall 
of death once stood here, a wooden 
cylinder around which a “suicide 
artist,” as he was defi ned, drove 
an Indian motorcycle in circles that 
went higher and higher up the inte-
rior wooden walls. To make things 
more thrilling, he ended the act by 
doing it with no hands, and blind-
folded. The engine roared, the walls 
shook, and the spectators watching 
from the gallery at the top of the cyl-
inder went wild with delight! 
One more circus reminiscence: on 
one or two occasions, it pitched its 
tent near the River Soła, where the 
dykes and the parking lot are today. 
The circus artistes bathed in the river 
and the horses were watered there, 
as I saw with my own eyes. 
The arrival of the circus was a great 
artistic-entertainment event in town.
Aside from the cinema, which has 
already been covered, there were 
hardly any other events of this type.
And one more reminiscence: an-
other place, also near the Soła, even 
with the Unia playing fi eld but 
on the river side of the dyke. To-
day, dense tree growth covers the 
place that was once an empty, un-
even meadow. It was used several 
times for motocross competitions, 
with motorcycles “fl ying” over the 
humps. Transfi xed by the specta-
cle, people stood watching on top of 
the dyke.    

Andrzej Winogrodzki

The exhibition Memory Photographs, 
by former Auschwitz prisoner Marian 
Kołodziej at the St. Maximilian Kolbe 
Center in Harmęże, is some of the 
most moving testimony to the reality 
of the camp. In Oś you will fi nd an in-
terview with this outstanding painter 
and stage designer, and our cover fea-
tures one of his works, a self-portrait 
of a man who says, “through the line 
I draw, I remember the thousands of 
people who died there. This is a form 
of honoring their memory.”

The theme of memory recurs in many 
places in this issue of Oś, and above 
all in connection with two anniversa-
ries. June 14 marked 69 years since the 

arrival in Auschwitz of the fi rst trans-
port of Polish political prisoners from 
Tarnów (Marian Kołodziej was one of 
them, and he obtained number 432). 
They recall their fi rst days in the camp 
through accounts from the archives. 
June 7 this year comes 30 years after 
the visit to the Auschwitz site by John 
Paul II. We publish photographs from 
that day and an article by the Rev. 
Manfred Deselaers from the Center 
for Dialogue and Prayer. 

Also devoted to memory is an artistic 
project by Anna Zosik at the Interna-
tional Youth Meeting Center. Through 
June 19, everyone interested can leave 
their testimony in any form they 

choose on the walls of the “Memory 
Workshop.” We also publish an inter-
view with the artist.

Aside from this, our June issue fea-
tures the My Past Neighbors art contest 
organized by the Jewish Center, and 
an educational program directed at 
penitentiary inmates and prepared 
jointly by the Museum and the Pe-
nal Service, as well as a text about 
the workshops at the IYMC on “The 
Language of the Perpetrators and the 
Language of the Victims.”   

Paweł Sawicki
Editor-in-chief

os@auschwitz.org.pl
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Photograph from Mirosław Ganobis’s collection  “A Gallery of the 20th Century”
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The object of the project, 
“Auschwitz, history, and 
civil education” is to pass 
history on to those directly 
involved in different forms 
of educational activity. Dur-
ing the seminar the prison-
ers’ counselors and guards 
were prepared for future co-
operation with the Museum 
in organizing educational 
activities for their inmates. 
The seminar’s program in-
cluded visiting the grounds 
of the former camp, a schol-
arly lecture on the prisons of 
the Third Reich’s penitentia-
ry system, a lecture on art at 
KL Auschwitz, viewing doc-
umentary fi lms, workshops 
dedicated to the prisoner 
community of KL Ausch-
witz, as well as the perse-
cution and extermination 
of the European Roma, ac-
cording to Antoni Stańczyk, 
project coordinator from the 

MCEAH. “An important el-
ement of these meetings was 
also the educational propo-
sitions of the Museum that 
could be realized at penal 
institutions,” said Stańczyk.
“We wish to take advantage 
of those elements of his-
tory, which we can utilize 
in interacting with our peni-
tentiaries“ remarked Major 
Krystyna Bogacz, a peniten-
tiary specialist for the Re-
gional Inspectorate of Prison 
Services. “In executing the 
punishment of imprison-
ment, we are dealing with 
people who found them-
selves there by their own 
choice, since they committed 
a crime. Therefore, we wish, 
as a counterbalance, to show 
them how people suffered 
through no fault of their 
own,” says Major Bogacz.
One of the measurable effects 
of the last series of seminars 

will be the organization in 
mid June of a trip by edu-
cators from the Auschwitz 
Museum to the Tarnów Pe-
nal Institution, where they 
will present a mobile exhibi-
tion dedicated to the history 

of KL Auschwitz. Shortly af-
terwards, the exhibition will 
also probably be displayed 
at successive penal institutes 
under the Cracow Inspector-
ate of Prison Services.
Being a part of the State Mu-
seum of Auschwitz-Birkenau, 
the International Center for 
Education about Auschwitz 
and the Holocaust last year 
undertook a successful at-
tempt at reaching inmates 
at penal institutions with its 
agenda. Within the frame-
work of mutual cooperation, 
the Museum passed on its 
publications to the prison 
libraries. The Center’s em-
ployees held educational 
classes in detention centers 
and penitentiaries, as well 
as conducting seminars dur-
ing which groups of prison-
ers had the opportunity to 
visit the Museum.
Reaching out to the incarcer-
ated in penitentiaries is in 
agreement with the Center’s 
philosophy of encompassing 

the education of various au-
diences. In the re-educating 
process carried out in peni-
tentiaries, the teaching of 
what was accomplished at 
Auschwitz could serve not 
only to convey history and 
remembrance, but also have 
an infl uence on the shaping 
of a proper moral and social 
base, as well as, prevent the 
emerging of contempt and 
intolerance.

Lt. Col. Krzysztof Trela, 
Director of the Regional 
Prison Service in Cracow

 Oś: What are the pos-
sibilities of the ever 
expanding cooperation 
between the Prison 
Services and the Muse-
um? Will it be extended 
to the incarcerated? 
Lt. Col. Krzysztof Tre-
la: The possibilities 
are enormous. As for 
the incarcerated, I am, 
above all, interested in 

 Oś: Teaching about Auschwitz is not 
only a lesson in history, but can it also 
shape a proper moral and social base? 
Why is it that, this time, the Museum 
has turned its attention towards penal 
institutions? 
Dr. Piotr M.A. Cywiński.: The problems 
of Auschwitz for many are in particu-
lar a lens which focuses on many issues 
of everyday life. Therefore, if we can 
propose to people at large, that they 
look at Auschwitz as a certain lesson in 
life—then all the more is such a lesson 
needed by the incarcerated, for those 
who had problems in understanding 
the world’s basic values.

 The typical audience for the educa-
tional programs offered by the Inter-
national Educational Center about 
Auschwitz and the Holocaust are pu-
pils, students and teachers. Why are 
you now addressing the incarcerated?
P.C.: Such programs are especially 
needed by those who were not able to 
manage themselves on the proper road. 
A well prepared educational program is 
one that builds a man up.

 Within the limits of the program, not 
only do the incarcerated delve into the 
history of Auschwitz, but also their 
educators, counselors…
The program for the incarcerated must 
be prepared along with competent edu-
cators who work within the penal sys-
tem every day. That is why we started 
courses for these educators. Personally, 
I deeply believe that if Auschwitz has 
anything to tell people who have never 
stood before a court, then it has equally 
as much, if not more, to those, who al-

ready have had problems with the law, 
hence in perceiving another human be-
ing or society.

 What are the main goals that the Mu-
seum has set for itself in its project of 
cooperating with penitentiaries?
P.C.: The main goal is to aid the incar-
cerated in understanding the hierar-
chy of social values and the weight of 
mutual responsibility. In showing to 
what end the road of contempt and hate 
leads, emphasizing the consequences of 
evil may allow one to refl ect upon him-
self and verify this relative judgment 
through the prism of the undeniable 
and impossible, in truth, to justify the 
evil, that were the Nazi politics.

 In some of the media one could read 
that this project a kind of re-education 
through mental shock or trauma. 
P.C.: Of course not. Neither shock nor 
trauma is a good educational method. 
In the long run, they are ineffective. 
Everyone who comes here experiences 
his own trauma—that is clear. I was 
astonished that leading Polish media 
took such a lax and ironic posture in 
approaching such an important and 
diffi cult place. From a psychological 
point of view, it is not a question of who 
should come here, but who and in what 
way will introduce the truth about what 
took place here. This is exactly why the 
work of the guides and educators, who 
help in coming to conclusions from the 
history of Auschwitz, is so important—
both universally and personally. Visit-
ing Auschwitz has raising the level of 
consciousness as its goal; that is what is 
happening in this case as well.   

Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum

EDUCATION FOR PENAL INSTITUTIONS

The International Center for Education about Auschwitz and the Holocaust held a series of seminars for 
prison counselors and guards from the penal institutions under the supervision of the Cracow Inspectorate 
of Prison Service. This is another educational element for the imprisoned and the prison services.
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Employees of penal institutions visiting the former Auschwitz camp

DR. PIOTR M. A. CYWIŃSKI, 
DIRECTOR OF THE AUSCHWITZ MUSEUM

Employees of penal institutions during workshops
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Work is underway today at 
the Auschwitz site to pre-
serve the ruins of the gas 
chambers and crematoria, 
which are the most impor-
tant material evidence of 
the crimes of the Holocaust. 
Many other traces of the 
mass killing are extant.
“During conservation work 
intended to protect the ruins 
of Crematorium III from col-
lapse, several hundred eve-
ryday items were discovered 
that had been collected here 
by the SS for disposal,” said 
Dr. Igor Bartosik, head of the 
Collections Department of 
the Museum in Oświęcim. 
“When they arrived at the 
camp, on the railroad unload-
ing platform, people were or-
dered to leave larger pieces 

of luggage in the freight cars. 
However, they took smaller 
items with them—handbags, 
satchels, and rucksacks con-
taining the most basic, essen-
tial items,” Bartosik added.
What would people have 
with them in such a situa-
tion? Documents and valua-
bles, but also medicine, small 
keepsakes, cosmetics, tobac-
co, beverages, and essentials 
connected with childcare, 
such as bottles, pacifi ers, and 
small toys.
“In my opinion, these are 
very touching objects, and 
they make a powerful emo-
tional impact,” said Bartosik. 
“All these items give every 
possible sign of being held 
onto by their owners until the 
last moment. Many of them 
bear inscriptions in Hungar-
ian. This indicates without a 
shadow of a doubt that these 
objects came to be here in 
that period, from May to July 
1944, at the height of the kill-
ing operation.”
Jews from Hungary made 
up the most numerous con-
tingent among the victims 
of Auschwitz—about 430 
thousand of them were de-
ported to the camp between 

May and July 1944. The op-
eration to kill the Jews from 
Hungary came at a moment 
when the outcome of the war 
already seemed to be a fore-
gone conclusion. Despite the 

dramatic appeals of the in-
ternational community and 
the heads of state of the free 
world, it proved impossible 
to stop the killing. 
The newly discovered objects 

have been taken to the Muse-
um conservation workshop. 
Some of them will later be dis-
played in the Museum’s new 
main exhibition.  

Paweł Sawicki

Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum

65 years ago, in May 1944, the Germans began the deportation to Auschwitz of approximately 430 thousand 
Jews from Hungary, the majority of whom were murdered in the gas chambers immediately after arrival. 
It was the largest one-time killing operation in the history of Auschwitz.

THE THINGS THEY LEFT BEHIND
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our charges doing some 
work here. So that they 
can also visit the Mu-
seum. Of course, we are 
only speaking of those 
who can leave their fa-
cilities.

 What can the incarcer-
ated learn and experi-
ence during their visit 
to the Memorial?
K.T.: It is especially im-
portant that they see 
what uncontrolled ag-
gression can lead to. 
Studying the biogra-
phies of people stripped 
of their freedom, one 
can come to the conclu-
sion that many of them 
created a kind of quasi-
Auschwitz for their 
close friends, family 
and those that appeared 
somewhere on their life’s 
road. I believe that what 

is important is to show 
what a person is capa-
ble of, what incredible 
pain he can cause; also 
to evoke in these people 
the refl ection, that a per-
son can really be hurt, 
and that true humanity 
is the possibility to live 
in such a way, as not to 
infl ict such harm. This 
is a place where one can 
see just how much suf-
fering one can cause.
 

 We spoke of the incar-
cerated. What about the 
counselors, educators, 
and guards? Are they 
given the opportunity 
for such projects and 
cooperation with the 
Museum?
K.T.: As a functionary 
of the Prison Services, 
we represent all of the 
total units, that is, the 

places where a person’s 
freedom is limited. For 
us, what is important 
is to confront how a to-
tal unit looks now and 
how a totalitarian one 
looked once. And so 
this is a great challenge 
to each of my workers 
and subordinates who 
will come here. The con-
ditions that we work 
under allow us to pos-
sess power over people, 
and it must be used in-
telligently, within the 
principles of democracy 
and humanism. I be-
lieve that this is a great 
school for us as well. We 
can look into, as to what 
the lack of such supervi-
sion and personal self-
control can lead too. 

Bartosz Bartyzel 

Employees of penal institution at a lecture at ICEAH
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“THE LANGUAGE OF THE PERPETRATORS
—THE LANGUAGE OF THE VICTIMS”

29 802
A day like every day here,
A ruined shoe,
Bloodied hands,
Stomach pain,
The smell of death hangs in 
the air, 
An average day,
For us condemned to exter-
mination (Erik Harmann)

Dusk
Darkness, fear
I am afraid of the dark,
I live in fear
Auschwitz (Sarah Ramin)

The authors of these texts are 
young Poles and Germans, 
who took part in a Polish-
German writing workshop 
organized for the fi rst time 
by the International Youth 
Meeting Center. 
High school students and 
students from Zielona Góra 
and Oranienburg, who par-
ticipated in the project from 

a literary aspect, occupied 
themselves with the subject 
of camp language, “lager-
sprache.” The main motive 
of the meeting was to un-
cover the vocabulary used to 
describe everyday life at the 
camp, the living conditions 
and the way of thinking in 
the camp. A language which 

was essential for the prison-
ers of various nationalities to 
communicate between each 
other regardless of their na-
tive tongue. 
Paweł Sawicki, from the 
Auschwitz Museum, gave 
the introduction to the sub-
ject “lagersprache,” in which 
he presented the circum-
stances under which the ne-
cessity arose for the inmates 
to form their own language, 

the role that that language 
played for the prisoners, as 
well as for their tormentors 
and the basic rules on which 
the language construction of 
“lagersprache” was based. 
The participants worked 
with camp documents, re-
ports and letters to their 
families by former prison-

ers. The most moving point 
of the project was the meet-
ing with a former Auschwitz 
prisoner, Józef Paczyński, 
during which the young 
people learned just how 
much the language of the 
perpetrators affected the 
lives of the prisoners and 
the great meaning that their 
mother tongue had for them 
as an expression of identity 
and national belonging.
A theme paper was fore-
seen from the outset to be 
dedicated to the project’s 
goal, which was for the par-
ticipants to form their own 
literary texts. The writer’s 
workshop was led by a Ger-
man author, Carmen Win-
ter (a German philologist, 
working since 1999 as a writ-
er and journalist, who also 
conducts writing workshops 
for youth and adults in vari-
ous contexts); poetess Ewa 
Andrzejewska (an artist liv-
ing in Zielona Góra, where 
for many years she has been 
working with youth and 
runs a poetic club).
The fi rst versions of the texts 
written by the participants 
were discussed with the au-
thors from a literary aspect 
and underwent criticism in 
national groups. The texts 
after their “last polishing” 
were translated into Polish 

“Young people are interested in the subject of the Auschwitz 
Concentration Camp in Oświęcim. Maybe because it is mod-
ern history and pertains to their grandfathers and families. Or 
maybe they have the occasion to see and live history, staying 
at the camp itself. With this in mind we came to Oświęcim. 
What we most counted on was visiting the museum and 
learning the truth about Auschwitz. At the IYMC we experi-
enced something that one rarely encounters in life and we did 
so together with the Germans. We had the occasion to check 
what they felt and they what we felt. After all, we are looking 
at history from different perspectives.
On Saturday we went to the former camp. The emotions 
which accompanied us in this place, being fear, and at the 
same time a feeling of security, that we were born in these 
times. We poured all these emotions out on paper. While vis-
iting our attention was riveted to the display of the prisoners’ 
suitcases, in which in less than a square meter they were to fi t 
their life’s possessions.
Our assignment was to answer the question: what could be 
found in our suitcase? Would they in someway differ from 
those things: toothbrushes, photographs, clothes or our fa-
vorite toys? What would be of more value to me, a warm 
sweater or the family album? I would have probably tried 
to take both of these items and in the end resign from the al-
bum. Maybe there would be someplace left for the telephone 
(maybe there will be a chance to use it), a spoon (since I do not 
know what I will have to eat) and a cup (I like the red one the 
best), my diary (no question that I must take it), a comb (to 
always be able to comb myself my way)… I read the list, yet 
in my suitcase there would be no album, no family pictures. 
Looking at them I would remind myself of the most important 
people, experiences. My whole history is written there. If there 
was to remain only one thing after me, these pictures would 
depict the best moments in my life: my birth, my fi rst perform-
ance in school and that what makes me exactly me.

Ola

I would write you a letter Mr. Strauss
If I had some words
I would include in it something
That would support, comfort, soothe
I would pick plump words
With vitamins, protein, carbohydrates
Which would pacify that eternal hunger
Mr. Strauss…

There is nothing I can give
But a few words 
Scribbled hurriedly on my knee
Anyway it’s to your death you’ll carry
Your Auschwitz cross
Left hand numbered
Shaven face
Wounded body
Several fl eas
And sad eyes.
Take care of yourself Mr. Strauss
May the Yahweh from above
Take you when the time comes

Michał
“Unfortunately I must tell you,
…there are still Fascists.
But not only are they,
There’s defi ance as well,
Since defi ance will never die.”

Markus

“…most importantly, what will constitute my preparations 
for my journey, independent of all. I will have hope. Such, that 
it will be so deeply rooted, that neither man, nor any adversity 
of fate will be able to pull it out from there.”

Martyna

“For certain, after these workshops, each one of us took on at 
least a drop of respect for life.”

Ola

“This was an incredible week with many new, beautiful, but 
none the less, horrible experiences. The writers’ workshops in 
Auschwitz made a great impression on me; it brought great 
pleasure, that I could talk, exchange experiences, and laugh. I 
will never forget that week, too bad, that it was only a week.” 

Philipp A visit to the former Birkenau camp
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Participants’ literary texts
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Participants of the workshops
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and German, so that they 
could be understood by all. 
Paper sheets with Polish and 
German verse slowly cov-
ered the walls of the class, in 
which the groups worked. 
In this way everyone was 
able to read his colleagues’ 
work in his own language. 
Simultaneously there was a 
mutual out loud reading in 
the Polish-German group, 
which constituted a kind of 
dialogue between the par-
ticipants, the opportunity 
to share their own thoughts 
and identify through the 
texts their experiences and 
emotions with their peers. 

Some people in Oświęcim 
wrote their fi rst poem. For 
many writing is a long time 
hobby, however it was a new 
subject for everyone, moreo-
ver the confrontation with 
the Memorial Site—was their 
fi rst such experience. One of 
the many impulses given the 
young people by the author 
was to write a fi ctional letter 
to a former prisoner, whose 
picture they remembered 
from the Museum exhibi-
tion, from the archive or the 
guide’s description. Every-
thing that the young people 
found moving and impor-
tant during the week and 

that with which they took 
away from Auschwitz, could 
be found in their texts. 
The program was held at the 
International Youth Meeting 
Center in Oświęcim between the 
24 and 30 of April, 2009. It was 
realized with the cooperation of 
Model Project Art-Space-Re-
membrance and fi nanced by the 
German Lands Program, “Di-
versity Creates Good. Youth 
for Diversity, Tolerance and 
Democracy.” Financial support 
was also given by the Polish-
German Youth Cooperation. 

Teresa Miłoń-Czepiec
Discussion over the texts
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On the grounds of the International Youth Meeting Center 
a new building arose. Not much to look at, and it does not 
differ from the other buildings; nevertheless, it is exception-

al. The interior houses “The Remembrance Workshop”—a modern 
design by the artist, Anna Zosik, who allowed the youth to express 
their emotions and feelings… on the walls.

AMONGST PAPER WALLS

White paper covers the walls 
on which one can write and 
draw. That does not mean, 
however, that one can scrib-
ble senselessly with the help 
of colorful crayons and felt 
pens. Written on the walls 
in black letters such as: “na-
tionalism,” “totalitarianism,” 
“anti-Semitism,” “blame,” 
“forgetting,” “humanity,” 
“love,” “politics,” “preju-
dice,” “Nazism,” “World War 
II,” and “the Holocaust.” On 
the walls one can fi nd com-
ments, opinions, drawings 
and poems of young people 
from Germany and Poland 
visiting the IYMC. “The Re-
membrance Workshop” is a 
place that allows young peo-
ple to join the international 
dialogue. The project will 
last until the June 19. We are 
publishing below an inter-
view with the author of the 
project, Anna Zosik.

 Iga Bunalska: We are in 
a place that forces us to 
refl ect over the experi-
ence of Auschwitz. You 
allotted space for expres-
sion. Do young people 
really wish to use it?

Anna Zosik: They wish to 
express themselves. It is 
very important that they 
express themselves. It 
is also an unusual situa-
tion in that they have the 
possibility to do so in this 
manner. Youth desires to 
express itself, even on 
diffi cult subjects that can 
be seen by the number of 
commentaries and opin-
ions on the walls. 

 I.B.: What was the 
idea of creating “The 
Remembrance Work-
shop”?
A.Z.: The stimulus was a 
fi rm invitation. “The Re-
membrance Workshop” 
is part of the project 
called “Art, Space, Re-
membrance”. It ties in 
with my former work, 
which I did while in Ber-
lin and which is associ-
ated with Hanna Arendt 
—“Thoughts Work-
shop”. It had a similar 
structure. Hanna Arendt 
is one of the more im-
portant representatives 
of political thought. She 
worked on the subjects 
of totalitarianisms, anti-
Semitism. “The Remem-
brance Workshop” is not 
far removed from the 
“Thoughts Workshop.”

 I.B.: Why exactly Ausch-
witz?
A.Z.: What was most im-
portant was the choice 
of how to approach this 
subject. My initiative, 
my integration into its 
structure was a choice 
of photos, which I recon-
structed into drawings. 
I also placed certain no-

tions on the walls. I had 
to consider for a long 
time how to introduce 
words and pictures, so 
as to start the discussion 
at all. The subject can be 
greatly interpreted and 
in various ways refl ected 
upon it. I wished to up-
date it, to contemplate 
over again, what Ausch-
witz was, and what were 
its consequences; over 
the mechanisms, which 
today are still present in 
our society. I also want-
ed to think over how 
sensitive we should be to 
these mechanisms. 

 I.B.: That means?
A.Z.: We must real-
ize the fact of how they 
arise. We must know, 
confront ourselves with 
the subject and be sensi-
tive to certain situations: 
when we begin to think 
that we know better, 
when we begin to react 
with violence, or when 
we think we have a right 
to it. That right is mo-
mentum. In our Western 
society, the calling card 
of violence will someday 
show up. That will be a 
very important moment. 
We need only to watch 
out for when the danger 
exists of its rising.

 I.B.: What is the value in 
this case of collective la-
bor?
A.Z.: That depends on 
how you understand col-
lective labor. Generally, 
only the effect is collec-
tive. Individuals that 
come here are confront-
ed with the opinions and 

commentaries of those, 
who found themselves 
here earlier and worked. 
They can, therefore, give 
answers to them and 
take a position towards 
them. They can express 
their own comments. 
This work is a type of 
growing commentary. It 
is a book that everyone 
writes together on a cer-
tain subject. It seems to 
me that this is an interest-
ing concept, which rarely 
exists in this form.

 I.B.: What will further 
happen with these 
notes? Will they remain 
in this loose form or will 
they be used to come to 
some defi nite conclu-
sions?
A.Z.: We are planning 
a publication in which 
various aspects will be 
touched upon. One of 
them will be to present 
the concept of “The 
Remembrance Work-
shop”—a place in which 
young people and others 
could work and express 
their opinions on a defi -
nite subjects. Everything 
will be documented in 
this publication. We 
will also consider where 
to show these notes 
in their original form. 
There is already an idea 
to transport them to a 
different place, such 
as Sachsenhausen. We 
want to show “The Re-
membrance Workshop” 
and convince ourselves 
as to what meaning it 

will have in other places 
associated with different 
concentration camps. 

 I.B.: Do you think that 
through expressing 
themselves on these 
walls, young people 
can become interested 
in concentration camps 
and Nazism? 
A.Z.: When you walk in 
here, you need to sacri-
fi ce some time. One is 
stood opposite certain 
notions and slogans, 
which make us refl ect. 
Will this help in some 
way? People do not have 
a specifi c assignment to 
perform. Everyone has 
to think over just what is 
his role. Thanks to think-
ing this through, you get 
deeper into the subject. 
One needs to decide 
about which words are 
used get into the subject.

 I.B.: What does a young 
German feel who comes 
in here?
A.Z.: For the young gener-
ation of Germans, WWII 
is something as similar as 
it is for the young Polish 
generation. They do not 
have much to do with it. 
It is a historical subject, 
a subject that has been 
closed. I know, however, 
that such a large number 
of documentary fi lms 
on the subject of WWII, 
such a great interest in 
it, such concern for his-
tory, I did not see in any 
other country.   

Interviewed by Iga Bunalska 

Young people at “The Remembrance Workshop”

Fragments of writings
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THE FIRST TRANSPORT TO AUSCHWITZ

On June 14, 1940, a passenger train from Tarnów drew up on the tracks next to the prewar Tobacco Mo-
nopoly warehouse. There were 728 Polish political prisoners on board. This was the fi rst transport to 
the Auschwitz camp. The SS had already started working there and had brought in 30 German prison-

ers—common criminals—to serve as camp functionaries, or trusties. They received the fi rst camp numbers, but 
the camp did not begin operating until the fi rst Polish transport arrived. 

Prisoners from that fi rst 
transport told their story af-
ter the war: 

Stanisław Białas
Eugeniusz Cyba
Mieczysław Dembowski
Adam Jurkiewicz 
Stanisław Maliński 
Tadeusz Pietrzykowski
Stanisław Ryniak
Kazimierz Szczerbowski
Bronisław Wajda

...

Kazimierz Szczerbowski:
They brought us to the pris-
on. They brought in people 
from all over the sub-Car-
pathian foothills, from Cra-
cow and Zakopane. They 
held them all in Tarnów, 
and here in Tarnów they 
made up the transports to 
Oświęcim. This was the 
assembly point for every-
body.

Stanisław Maliński:
On June 13 they called out 
the names of most of the 
young prisoners. 

Stanisław Białas:
In the afternoon there was 
a lot going on in the prison. 
You could hear cell doors 
being opened and names 
read out. They ordered us 
to come out, taking our be-
longings with us, and it was 
all young people. I saw so 
many friends in the corridor 
that I thought, where are 
we? Where are we going? 
We didn’t know anything.

Stanisław Ryniak:
They ordered us to get 
dressed. We thought maybe 
they were going to release 
us. 

Stanisław Białas:
They took us downstairs. 
There were trucks parked 
in the prison courtyard and 
they loaded us in. Natural-
ly there were escorts with 
guns all around, and they 
took us in those trucks from 
the prison through the street 
of Narutowicz, Targowa, 
Wałowa, and Pod Dębem 
square to the baths.

Adam Jurkiewicz:
There were inscriptions in 
Hebrew over the door, and 
there was a big room in-
side with a swimming pool, 
where they let us bathe. 

Stanisław Białas:
The pool was pretty deep, 
and you could drown if 
you didn’t know how to 
swim. But if you paddled 
with your arms and legs, 
you could stay on the sur-
face. We were in the water 
about 5 or 10 minutes. 

Stanisław Ryniak:
There was a lot of confu-
sion with so many people. 
You got into the water, eve-
rybody got wet, and that 
was our bath. 

Stanisław Białas:
They ordered us to get out, 
dry off, get dressed, and 
they led us upstairs to a big 
room on the second fl oor. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
In the morning, ladies 
came from some charitable 
organization and gave out 
soup, something like bar-
ley soup, and a quarter of 
a loaf of bread. The bread 
was fresh. I ate it immedi-
ately, and before we got 
to Oświęcim, I had a very 
bad stomach ache, because 
I wasn’t used to such a big 
portion, or to fresh bread. 

Stanisław Maliński:
On June 14, we walked un-
der a strong escort in rows 
of fi ve from the municipal 

baths by way of Wałowa 
Street and Krakowska Street 
towards the eastern side of 
the train station. 

Kazimierz Szczerbowski:
The streets were empty. 
The Germans must have 
announced something like 
a Block sperre and people 
weren’t allowed out or to 
move around anywhere, be-
cause the column marched 
along and, if anybody ap-
peared at a window, they 
took aim at them and those 
people immediately moved 
away from the windows. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
Civilians were not allowed 
out on the street. The win-
dows were supposed to 
be closed but some people 
peeked out, and when we 
looked sideways we saw 
people in the doorways 
watching us march. Some of 
my friends even recognized 
their mothers, who came 
that day with food packag-
es, but there was no way to 
get them to them. They took 
us past the train station in 
Tarnów, to the freight plat-
form. Next to the platform 
was a train made up of pas-
senger cars, the old type 
where you got on through 
a whole line of doors down 
the side. They loaded us on, 

and it was all very peaceful 
and the only thing was that 
we weren’t allowed to open 
the windows, and there was 
a Schutzpolizei with a rifl e in 
every compartment. 

Tadeusz Pietrzykowski:
At the fi rst moment, when 
we pulled out, nobody 
knew where we were go-
ing. There were different 
versions, that we were go-
ing for labor in Germany, 
that we were going to a 
labor camp. Nobody knew 
what a concentration camp 
was. 

Eugeniusz Cyba:
The boys kept their spirits 
up in the compartment, and 
they began talking hope-
fully about how, if we were 
sent to agricultural labor in 
Germany, then naturally we 
would escape immediately. 
The best thing would be 
Austria, and from Austria 
we could escape to Yugosla-
via, we could go anywhere, 
and we wanted to take part 
in the march on Berlin with 
Sikorski’s army. 

Stanisław Ryniak:
June 14 was very beautiful, 
the weather was like mid-
summer, the sun was shin-
ing, it was nice and warm.
 

Eugeniusz Cyba:
In the afternoon, we went 
through Cracow. 

Stanisław Maliński:
In Cracow, we learned that 
Paris had fallen. 

Eugeniusz Cyba:
We saw a gigantic banner in 
white letters on a red back-
ground reading “Paris ger-
omen” in German—Paris has 
fallen. They took Paris that 
day. All our hope in indom-
itable France came crashing 
down. We were depressed 
in the compartment, but 
we had passed Cracow and 
were approaching Trzebi-
nia, and there was a profes-
sor from the Military Acad-
emy in that compartment, 
a lecturer in English, and 
he began trying to cheer 
us up, saying, listen, boys, 
there’s nothing to worry 
about, we’ll go through 
Trzebinia and turn towards 
Chrzanów and then we’ll 
be headed for Austria, and 
you boys will have to make 
a run for it when we get 
there. But the train stopped 
in Oświęcim. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
We arrived at the Oświęcim 
station, and then they slow-
ly shunted the train onto 
a siding. 

Tarnów—Polish political prisoners awaiting a transport to Auschwitz
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Stanisław Ryniak:
At the Oświęcim station 
there’s a spur leading to 
the Polish Army buildings. 
There were big Polish to-
bacco warehouses there. It’s 
a question of about a kilom-
eter and a half on that spur, 
to those buildings. The train 
stopped there, on that spur, 
at those buildings. 

Tadeusz Pietrzykowski:
And then what happened 
was literally the thing we 
least expected. They opened 
the doors and we got out. 
They were all shouting: Du 
ferfl uchte Polaken! Du bandit-
ten! Du schweinhunde! Alles 
raus!

Stanisław Maliński:
Raus, raus!

Adam Jurkiewicz:
Raus aufsteigen!

Stanisław Maliński:
We were supposed to leave 
the train we were in.

Adam Jurkiewicz:
Our train stopped in front 
of the former Tobacco Mo-
nopoly building. The single 
building was surrounded 
by a barbed-wire fence, 
provisional, on wooden 
posts. The barbed wire was 
stretched tight. And at the 
four corners, there were 
guardhouses. 

Stanisław Ryniak:
Those who had the strength 
jumped right down from 
that car, because there 
wasn’t any platform or any-
thing. They helped the ones 
who were a little beaten up. 
And they hurried all of us 
towards that provisional 
camp. 

Stanisław Maliński:
The fi rst upsetting sight was 
the barking dogs, the SS 
men beating people with ri-
fl e butts, we dropped some 
of our bundles and suitcas-
es. They drove us inside the 
wire. 

Eugeniusz Cyba:
Suitcases, knapsacks—they 
were allowed to take every-
thing from a prisoner, and 
they stood there with sticks 
and beat us. 

Stanisław Maliński:
On the other side of the wire 
stood a group of men in 
striped blue uniforms. 

Eugeniusz Cyba:
I thought they were some 
kind of hospital patients, 
maybe the mentally ill in 
those stripers and dark blue 
jackets with some kind of 
white numbers on them. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
We thought they were mu-
tinous German sailors. That 
was what we thought, be-
fore we learned that they 
were long-term prisoners 
from German concentration 
camps, German criminals, 
since they had green trian-
gles on those dark-green 
jackets and numbers from 
1 to 30. 

Mieczysław Dembowski:
They were verbe... profes-
sional thieves, recidivists. 
They were the 30 that came, 
and they were in charge of 
us. Among others, there 
were some very decent peo-
ple there, like Otto Küssel, 
number 2. They were cho-
sen from the worst of the 
worst to make things hard 
on us. 

Eugeniusz Cyba:
Number 1, Leon Brodnie-
wicz, he was the son of Poles 
from Poznań who emigrated 
to fi nd work, and he spoke 
Polish. But he didn’t speak 
good Polish. 

Mieczysław Dembowski:
It was from them that we 
learned we were in a con-
centration camp.

Tadeusz Pietrzykowski:
They lined us up imme-
diately. There were ten or 
more lines and there were 
people in civilian clothes 
sitting at tables. Mine, as 
I learned , was a man from 
Oświęcim who was fl uent in 
several languages. They be-
gan writing down our per-
sonal details. I was stand-
ing in front of a table and 
my man, the one who took 
down my name, an older 
man said, “Well, son, you’ve 
got the number of my old 
regiment, the 77th Wilno 
Bears.” I told him that 7’s 
a lucky number. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
At the table, I was entered 
under number 476 and 
I wore that number the 
whole time I was in the 
camp. My name no longer 
existed and from then on 
I had to report as Schzut-
zhaeftling Nummer 476. ”

Mieczysław Dembowski:
They lined us up at three, 
maybe there were three ta-
bles, and that’s why people 
next to each other got differ-
ent numbers. One table was 
up to 300 and the next one 
to 600, or maybe I’m wrong, 
maybe it was up to 250. The 
number was the fi rst thing 
we got. After that, our names 

didn’t count. There were no 
names, only numbers. 

Eugeniusz Cyba:
I got number 140. From then 
on, you didn’t use your 
name, only your number. 

Stanisław Maliński:
I got number 69.

Stanisław Ryniak:
I don’t know if it was good 
or not, but I was the fi rst one 
they read out. “Stanisław 
Ryniak,” and a little shiver 
went down my spine, but 
they gave me number 31. 
Pole, political, number 31. 
Next came 32, 33, 34. 

Mieczysław Dembowski:
There weren’t any tattooed 
numbers. Tattooed numbers 
came a lot later. I remember 
it was probably a year later 
or even a year and a half. 
There was a group of Jews 
from some transport who 
were trained to do it, and 
they did it fast and pain-
lessly. That number was 
necessary because it turned 
out that when people died, 
they didn’t know who died. 
Because when one died, 
somebody else took his 
jacket, and the number was 
sewn on the jacket or coat, 
and he might have some-
body else’s number to start 
with. And as far as records 
go, numbering us was very 
clever, very well thought 
out by the Germans. We 
didn’t have any papers, we 
weren’t allowed to have 
anything, not even a hand-
kerchief. They needed those 
numbers.

Stanisław Ryniak:
The whole hygiene of the 
whole prisoner started, the 

hair but not with a sharp 
instrument, with some kind 
of instrument so dull that 
it drew blood. It was a set 
of clippers, but they didn’t 
clip, they just pulled the 
hair out so there was blood 
everywhere. Then every-
body had to bathe. The bath 
looked like this: there was a 
barrel, a kettle, that might 
have had a diameter of 1.20 
meters, and about a meter 
high, and it was full of chlo-
rinated water for disinfec-
tion, and everybody had to 
jump into that barrel, dunk 
themselves, jump out, and it 
was the next one’s turn. Im-
agine it—700 people in one 
barrel. 

Tadeusz Pietrzykowski:
They ordered us to undress. 
I know that I had a medal 
around my neck, and a Ger-
man kapo pulled it off and 
kicked me in the testicles 
to prove to me how under-
standing he was towards 
the prisoners, and the inter-
esting thing is that perhaps 
my nervous system was so 
keyed up that I didn’t feel 
any pain. They divided us 
up into two groups. One 
had kapo Bonitz and the 
other had Wieczorek. I got 
Bonitz. They shoved us into 
a room where there was 
chopped straw strewn like 
in a pigsty, on both sides, 
and down the middle there 
was a little path. They put 
us in these rooms and then 
a few minutes later they 
called us back out to the as-
sembly square. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
They lined us up in rows of 
ten.

Eugeniusz Cyba:
The fi rst Lagerführer, it was 
Karl Fritzch, got up on a 
barrel. He was short, his 
cap slid down over his nose 
and you could see those 
ears of his, and he began 
screaming: Hier ist Konzen-
trazionlager Auschwitz. This 
is Auschwitz Concentra-
tion Camp. You don’t go 
home from here. Jews and 
priests can last two to three 
weeks here, and Poles three 
months at the most. If any 
of you live longer, it means 
he isn’t observing the rules, 
he’s breaking them. Ones 
like that have to be killed. 

Mieczysław Dembowski:
A prisoner has the right to 
live 6 weeks. If anybody 
lives longer, it means he’s 
stealing. Such a one must be 
liquidated as an evildoer. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
In the evening after giv-
ing us those numbers, they 
divided us up by rooms. 
I landed in the room on the 
ground fl oor. 

Prisoners from the fi rst transport of Poles to Auschitz at the train station in Tarnów
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Bronisław Wajda:
They divided us into two 
blocks, and the fi rst block 
occupied the room on the 
left side of the ground fl oor 
of that warehouse, and the 
second block on the other 
side, the right side.

Adam Jurkiewicz:
There were more than 150 
of us. The windows didn’t 
open. It was stuffy. The fl oor 
was covered with straw and 
there was a narrow passage 
way marked out by boards 
to hold the straw back. They 
told us we weren’t allowed 
to step on the straw in our 
boots. We had to walk along 
that narrow passage. In the 
evening, they ordered us to 
lie down and go to sleep. It 
was so hot that the sweat 
was streaming off us and 
we all stripped down to 
our underwear, swimming 
trunks, or briefs. The ones 
that were already very 
tired lay down. At some 
point, prisoner number 1, 
Brodniewicz, came in. He 
was wearing an armband 
reading Lageraltester, which 
meant he was in charge of 
the camp in terms of the 
prisoners’ council. He stood 
in the doorway and asked 
why everybody wasn’t ly-
ing down. We said there 
wasn’t room. That struck 
him as so amusing that he 
burst out laughing. You 
think there’s no room, just 
wait and you’ll see what 
no room means, he said. He 
gave the order Aufstehen. 
He started arranging eve-
rybody in rows next to each 
other, so that one prisoner’s 
chest had to touch the back 
of the one standing in front 
of him, and the chest of the 
one behind me touched my 
back. When he had us lined 
up all the way down the 
side of the room, he gave 
the order Hinlegen, right 
face. That way, it turned out 
that there was room for eve-
ryone. We lay like sardines 
in a tin. 

Bronisław Wajda:
The vessels were in the cor-
ridor. Some sort of barrel or 
pot that served for waste at 
night. Of course they were 
insuffi cient, because more 
than 350 prisoners using one 
pot can fi ll it up in an hour, 
and it overfl owed onto the 
fl oor by about 11 o’clock in 
the evening. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
Anybody who had to get up 
in the night and go to that 
pot couldn’t return to their 
place because it was gone. 
The other ones sleeping 
there unconsciously shifted 
and took up the space. So 
those people had to squat 
and wait for the next man 
to get up and then quickly 

go to his place and lie down 
there. In the morning there 
was reveille and after the 
whole column lined up on 
the roll-call square, a nor-
mal day of life in the camp 
began. 

Stanisław Maliński:
This was what they called 
quarantine—doing differ-
ent kinds of exercises almost 
the whole day long. 

Stanisław Ryniak:
I skied in FIS competitions 
before the war, so I was fi t 
and in very good physical 
condition, so that was no 
problem to me—except to 
avoid getting beaten, be-
cause, once they gave you 
a beating, you ended up so 
black and blue that it really 
hurt. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
This is what those exer-
cises were like. The SS man 
in charge gave orders and 
it started with marching 
around the square. After 
wards was laufschritt, on the 
double. The hüpfen, or grog-
march. For entengang you 
had to squat down, hold 
your heels with your hands, 
and rock your way forward. 
Then there was benengang, 
where you had to bend 
over, grab your ankles, and 
march in that position. 

Mieczysław Dembowski:
That fi rst transport was the 
golden youth. They were all 
young people, very fi t, with 
only a few older ones.

Adam Jurkiewicz:
They prepared that trans-
port by bringing people 
from various cities. From 
Rzeszów, Sanok, Jasło, from 
Nowy Sącz, which is why 
there was such a variety 
of people. Since we were 
in civilian clothing, certain 
things stood out—for in-
stance, there was one priest. 
They said he was the parish 
priest from Nisko. He had a 
lot of troubles later in that 
cassock, when they made 
us do exercises during those 
fi rst days in camp. There 
were ten or more Jews. 
There was one highlander 
from Łącko, a real mountain 
man in woolen trousers and 
a cap decorated with sea-
shells. And then there were 
several, or even ten or more 
lawyers from Tarnów. 

Mieczysław Dembowski:
In general, these were peo-
ple in peak physical condi-
tion and we coped some-
how. The fi rst days, when 
they gave us the order sport-
treiben, because that was 
what they called it, we just 
laughed. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
During the breaks, they 
taught us various little for-
mulas, how to report, and 
German marching songs. 

Tadeusz Pietrzykowski:
The worst thing was when 
the temperature was in the 
forties Celsius, they or-
dered us to run around in 
circles with our arms in the 
air, singing German songs 
that almost nobody under-
stood. Mispronouncing the 
German words or not sing-
ing was regarded as mu-
tiny, and they beat you and 
kicked you. That was how 
the highest numbers of our 
friends got fi nished off. 
 
Adam Jurkiewicz:
One day, when we were 
doing these exercises, an 
SS offi cer, Untersturmführer 
Meier, came over. We called 
him “Doll.” His uniform was 
always so clean and pressed 
that he looked like he was on 
his way to some gala recep-
tion. He wore white gloves, 
and sometimes he took the 
right one off and waved it 
around. He went up to the 
SS man leading the exercis-
es and ordered him to check 
whether the prisoners had 
already learned the formu-
la for reporting. So Plagge 
called out the number of 
some prisoner, and that one 
jumped forward out of the 
ranks, stood at attention the 
regulation three steps in 
front of him, made a move-
ment as if he were taking 
off his cap, and reported: 
“Schutzhaeftling number 
such-and-such meldet Sich 
zur Stelle.” Meier said: “Too 
quiet.” So that prisoner 
repeated it, more loudly. 
“Too quiet.” He repeated it, 
practically shouting. Plagge 

said: “There’s a tree grow-
ing over in the corner.” It 
was a small linden tree. “Go 
climb that tree, and shout 
that report from there un-
til we tell you you’re doing 
it right.” In the meantime, 
they called the next pris-
oner. And it was the same 
thing—too quiet, go climb 
the tree. They called a dozen 
or more prisoners. At some 
point, one of them went 
over to the tree and tried 
to climb it, and then looked 
back at the SS man in a way 
that implied there was no 
more room in the tree, be-
cause there were prisoners 
hanging from every branch. 
Lageraltester Leo ran over 
to him and used his club 
to help him climb that tree. 
This went on until the tree 
was so full of prisoners that 
one of the branches broke 
under the weight and they 
came crashing down to the 
ground. It wasn’t very high 
and they weren’t hurt, but it 
made those two, Meier and 
that SS man, happy. They 
laughed and didn’t make 
anyone else report. 

Tadeusz Pietrzykowski:
I remember an old man who 
was very intelligent. There 
were about a dozen of them 
and their heads swelled up 
terribly. There was a Jew 
who had terrible swell-
ing and he lay there in his 
death throes. Baworowski, 
the Dolmetscher, came from 
the family of a count. He 
was a highly educated 
man and he was ordered 
to do things that it’s hard 
to even talk about—they 
made him bark, submit a 
sperm sample, etc. Things 
happened that would have 
never entered our minds. 
We couldn’t understand 

it—how they could do such 
things. Nevertheless, some 
of the people were too ter-
rifi ed to resist. Others knew 
that it was pointless to do 
so. And in the third case, 
with a choice between death 
and life, they almost always 
chose the latter. 

Adam Jurkiewicz:
After the quarantine period 
they transferred us to the 
camp proper, but it was 
only the beginnings of the 
camp and the prisoners had 
to build it. 

Stanisław Maliński:
The next transport arrived 
two weeks later and from 
those small beginnings, 
Auschwitz grew into a gi-
gantic camp of several thou-
sand people. 

Bronisław Wajda:
That was the strongest 
transport that ever came to 
the camp, because they were 
all people who had been 
on their way to the army, 
people from the organiza-
tion, and people weren’t 
involved in that unless they 
were physically fi t. Young, 
fi t, strong people could sur-
vive certain things, which is 
hardly strange. On the other 
hand, the so-called quaran-
tine, that preliminary pe-
riod, was the time that was 
hardest on them. 

Of the prisoners in the fi rst 
transport, 298 survived the 
war, 272 perished, and the 
fate of 158 is unknown. 
The fi rst transport began 
the more than four and a 
half years of the Auschwitz-
-Birkenau camp.   

Selected by Paweł Sawicki

Auschwitz SS garnison rool-call outside the building
 were the fi rst camp inmates where held in June 1940
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Jewish Center

Photographs, short biog-
raphies and a moving fi lm 
literally tell the history of 
nineteen former residents of 
Oświęcim who left Poland 
for different reasons, under 
diverse circumstances and 
at various times. As they 
themselves say, Israel is now 
their homeland; however, 
somewhere deep in their 
hearts, they have their own 
subjective picture of Poland 
and Oświęcim—their former 
homeland and the town of 
their childhood, to which 
they have more than once 
returned with sentiment in 
their voices and a teary eye.
The opening theme of the ex-
hibit “New Life” was the is-
sue of the Holocaust. Think-
ing of the extermination, we 
think mainly of the thou-
sands of innocently mur-
dered Jews. We should also 
remember those to whom it 
was given to survive that hell 
on earth. 

The story of each one of these 
heroes is different and excep-
tional, but they are united 

by one place—Oświęcim, 
the town in which they were 
born and to which, after 
many years, they returned, to 
show that they are here and 
that they remember. The feel-
ings that they bestow upon 
Oświęcim, both positive 
and negative, are a symbolic 
bridge that connects them 
with this place in an insepa-
rable way.
Poland to me is only a memory. I 
travel there often, I do not forget 
the language, I like the Poles as 
people and I feel good there. Ha! 
Oświęcim, Oświęcim, Oświęcim 
… Those are childhood memo-
ries. We were not rich, but we 
were well situated for those 
times and we never lacked any-
thing at home. I received intense 
warmth and love from my fam-
ily, the relatives, my grand-
father, and my grandmother. 
Those are such memories, that 
more often than not make it im-
possible to sleep, because I still 
live Oświęcim. I do not know 
why. My husband always asks 
me: can you not separate your-
self from Oświęcim? I say, No, I 
cannot, I try but I cannot. I love 

“New Life”—these two words can be interpreted in many ways; however, in every case, the interpretation will 
have positive overtones. Reaching exactly that goal, a positive reception, illuminated the organizers of the exhibi-
tion, which opened on May 5 at the Jewish Center in Oświęcim.

“New life” exhibition vernissage
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Jewish Centerter

Oświęcim. Israel is my home. I 
came here, here I developed, here 
I… I got married in Cyprus on 
the way to Israel. Here my chil-
dren were born, my grandchil-
dren and great grandchildren.

Rachel Jakimowski

The essence of this exhibi-
tion is to illustrate and in its 
own way cultivate the idea 
of new life. Of course, we can 
examine the message of the 
exhibition from many angles. 
On the one hand, it reminds 
us what a great evil, not only 
during the war, but also in 
the postwar years, the whole 
Jewish population experi-
enced. We will fi nd there the 
answer to the question: in 
what way did they survive 
the extermination and why 
did a majority of them leave 
Poland. However, its main 
goal is to demonstrate that 
despite all these adversities of 
fate, they, the surviving Jews, 
had the strength to survive as 
individuals, and foremost as 
a community. This handful 
of survivors gave the begin-
ning to new life by starting 
new families and cultivating 
their traditions. Jewish life, 
culture and religion were re-
born in their new homeland 
—Israel. “New Life”—the 
rebirth of social, family, and 
most of all spiritual life.
On the 5 of May at the Jew-
ish Center awards were 
handed out to the laureates 
of the artistic competition 
“My Past Neighbors.” What 
was exceptional was that the 
“heroes” of the “New Life” 
exhibition personally con-
gratulated and handed the 
awards to the young winners 

of the contest. It was a mov-
ing and symbolic moment 
—former Jewish residents of 
Oświęcim handing awards to 
young persons who, through 
their efforts and talent, tried 
to illustrate in their works the 
neighbors of long ago. The 
scene was worth immortal-
izing.

The Competition supple-
mented the educational 
program called, “My Past 
Neighbors,” which has been 
held by the Jewish Center for 
some time. The idea is to en-
courage youth to fi rst learn 
of Jewish history and culture 
and next for them to illustrate 
through their artistic imagi-
nations how they could have 
looked and with what they 
associate these neighbors of 
long ago. The counselors, un-
der whose supervision these 
works were done, played 
a large educational role.

The competition was held 
in two stages and three age 
groups. Pupils from both pri-
mary and secondary schools 
took part in the competition. 
A commission consisting 
of employees of the Jewish 
Center and the artist Walde-
mar Rudyk judged the works, 
a great many of which were 
submitted. The choice was 
all the more diffi cult since 
the works were supposed to 
link the historical image of 
the Jews with the contempo-
rary world. Works that rein-
forced old stereotypes were 
disqualifi ed. 

The grand prize was won 
by Wiktoria Urbańczyk, 

a 13-year-old pupil from 
the Elementary School from 
School Complex No. 1 in 
Oświęcim, whose work was 
titled “The Jewish Dance.” 
The work, without a doubt, 
distinguished itself through 
its colors, imagination, and 
a completely fresh and posi-
tive outlook. Aside from the 
prize and exhibiting Wik-
toria’s work at the Jewish 
Center, the drawing will be 
published as a postcard by 
the Center.

Honorable mention went 
to works by 11-year-old 
Elżbieta Gabryszak titled 
“The Rabbis,” and a work by 
15-year-old Jarosław Balcer. 
In addition, ten other chosen 
works were distinguished by 
being displayed in a post-
competition exhibition at the 
Jewish Center.

As a viewer of both exhibi-
tions, I would like to share 
a personal refl ection. First of 
all, it really is worthwhile to 
organize projects pertaining 
to diffi cult issues, in which 
the participants in those 
events are a rich source of 
knowledge. While we still 
can, let’s talk with them, 
come to conclusions, and 
learn. We need to remem-
ber that the few remaining 
witnesses are passing away; 
therefore, we should appre-
ciate all the more this type 
of exhibition. Secondly, it 
is really worthwhile to or-
ganize competitions that 
educate through art, which 
is a great form of express-
ing oneself.   

Monika Bernacka

The work of Elżbieta Gabryszak

Wiktor Borger with the competition laureates
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30 YEARS AFTER JOHN PAUL II’S VISIT, 
3 YEARS AFTER BENEDICT XVI’S VISIT

On June 7, 1979 and May 28, 2006, respectively, John Paul II and Benedict XVI visited the site of Auschwitz-
Birkenau. For both of them, it was their fi rst trip to Poland after being elected to the Chair of St. Peter. 
Neither of them could have failed to come here. 

Looking back at John Paul 
II’s life, one has the impres-
sion that God prepared 
him for the role of a bridge 
builder. Karol Wojtyła grew 
up in Wadowice, partly a 
Jewish town, his closest 
friend was a Jew, and he re-
membered Jews hurrying to 
the synagogue on Sabbath 
evening. With his own eyes, 
he witnessed the extermina-
tion of his neighbors and the 
hell that the Nazis prepared 
for the Poles during the oc-
cupation period. He was a 
laborer while clandestinely 
studying for the priesthood. 
He personally experienced 
the mystery of evil, but at 
the same time he strength-
ened his trust in God, re-
taining his faith in man. 

These experiences of Karol 
Wojtyła motivated John 
Paul II to begin in Oświęcim 
his transformation of this 
land. Therefore, does it not 
seem signifi cant within this 
context that Wadowice lies 
so near to Oświęcim and 
Auschwitz? It is as though 
geography favored God’s 
intentions. The Pope’s vi-
sion of man and the Church 
developed under the infl u-
ence of his memories of 
Auschwitz.
For John Paul II, Auschwitz 
is a “special sanctuary” 
where a victory for man 
took place through faith, in 
the person of St. Maximil-
ian Kolbe. In a 1979 homily, 
he said: “In a place where 
humanity and human dig-

nity was so horribly tram-
pled—man triumphs!” He 
guides our attention to this 
fact when he mentions Fr. 
Kolbe’s sacrifi ce: “And so 
at the base of this sainthood 
lies a great, deeply painful 
human issue. That diffi cult, 
tragic epic, scarred by the 
horrible trampling of hu-
man dignity, gave birth in 
Oświęcim to its sign of sal-
vation. Love turned out to be 
mightier than death, than an 
anti-human system. Man’s 
love had its victory there, 
where it seemed that hatred 
and contempt for man had 
triumphed” (Martyr of Love, 
Homily, Holy Father John 
Paul II, October 10, 1982, 
Rome, Canonization of the 
Blessed Maximilian Kolbe). 

And this is the most im-
portant message from John 
Paul II concerning this land: 
“I come and kneel on this 
Golgotha of our times”… 
because of the suffering of 
the Innocent, salvation was 
born on Golgotha. “How 
many similar victories were 
won here? It was achieved 
by people of various faiths, 
ideologies and certainly not 
only by believers. We wish 
to embrace with a feeling 
the deepest respect each of 
these victories, every symp-
tom of humanity, which 
was the denial of a system 
that systematically denied 
humanity” (Birkenau 1979).
The Pope shows that this 
place is not accursed. I 
remember how the Rev. 

Stanisław Górny said that 
this visit changed how the 
former camp was perceived 
in a fundamental way. Until 
then, it was seen as a place 
of horror, which could and 
should be visited, but then 
left as quickly as possible. 
But the Pope shows, that 
this is a holy place, where 
one must pray and where 
one can discover the great-
est of values. A reevaluation 
of the meaning of Auschwitz 
was then accomplished.
The fi ght for the respect of 
human dignity for every 
man became the key to un-
derstanding the pontifi cate 
of John Paul II. He showed 
emphatically that, even in 
Auschwitz, the triumph of 
love was possible because 
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of Maximilian Kolbe’s act. 
“… that victory is for all of 
humanity, so that it would 
not feel defeated by its 
own cruelty, by this hor-
rible camp of death!” (Car-
dinal Karol Wojtyła during 
his mass of thanksgiving 
in Oświęcim on the anni-
versary of the beatifi cation 
in 1972). He tried to focus 
all his powers in care for 
humanity. In 1983, in Nie-
pokalanów, he left us a task 
for after Auschwitz: “… we 
wish to enrich the Christian 
heritage of Polishness by 
the heart-rending eloquence 
of his act in Auschwitz: 
‘Do not let evil defeat you, 
but defeat evil with good!’ 
Dear Brothers and Sisters! 
An Evangelical program. 
A diffi cult program—but 
possible. An indispensable 
program” (Cardinal Karol 
Wojtyła during his thanks-
giving mass in Oświęcim on 
the anniversary of beatifi ca-
tion in 1972). 
John Paul II also helped 
Christians to “accept” 
Auschwitz just as it was left 
by the Nazis—the largest 
Jewish cemetery in history. 

On October 26, 1990, during 
his Wednesday audience, 
he said: “There is one other 
nation, one people in partic-
ular: the people of the Patri-
archs, Moses and the Proph-
ets, who are chosen for son-
ship and praise, the cove-
nant and God’s Laws, God’s 
service and the promise… 
This nation lived with us for 
generations, arm in arm on 
this land, which became for 
their Diaspora a sort of new 
homeland. Upon this nation 
was infl icted a terrible death 
for millions of its sons and 
daughters. … The murder-
ers did this on our land— 
perhaps to dishonor it. You 
cannot dishonor the land 
with the deaths of innocent 
victims. Through such a 
death, the land becomes a 
holy relic” (Cardinal Karol 
Wojtyła during his thanks-
giving mass in Oświęcim on 
the anniversary of beatifi ca-
tion in 1972). No one was so 
able as he was to emphasize 
that the Christian-Jewish re-
lationship after Auschwitz 
is not just a relative one, 
but also a love of the Jewish 
nation and a deep respect 

for the wound infl icted in 
Auschwitz; today, this is 
an important task for the 
Catholic Church (not only 
in Poland). He left us as a 
task that which relates to 
Auschwitz in the memory 
of nations, especially in 
the sons and daughters of 
Israel (John Paul II, Letter 
to the Carmelite Nuns in 
Oświęcim, April 9, 1993).
Practically throughout the 
whole of John Paul II’s pon-
tifi cate, Cardinal Ratzinger 
was his theological adviser, 
with responsibility as well 
for relations with the Jewish 
nation. In becoming Pope, 
he assured us that he want-
ed to continue John Paul 
II’s course: “In the light of 
Providence, how can one 
not read as God’s plan the 
fact that on Peter’s Chair the 
Polish Pope’s successor is 
from that country, Germany, 
where the Nazi Regime was 
the most cruel, attacking the 
neighboring nations, among 
them Poland?” (Benedict 
XVI, Rome, June 5, 2005). 
That is why he visited the 
site of the Auschwitz camp, 
where he said: “I could not 

have failed to come here. I 
had to come here. It was and 
is an obligation towards the 
truth, towards those who 
suffered here, an obligation 
to God: I am here as the suc-
cessor of John Paul II and as 
a son of the German nation” 
(Benedict XVI, Auschwitz, 
May 28, 2006).
Benedict XVI turned Chris-
tians’ attention to the dig-
nity of the Jewish nation: 
“This nation by the very fact 
of its existence is the testi-
mony of God, Who spoke to 
man”; “in annihilating this 
nation, they intended to kill 
God.”
Benedict XVI wished that 
his visit to Auschwitz might 
be a “loud cry for forgive-
ness and reconciliation.” He 
wished for Auschwitz to be 
a witness of faith. He was a 
witness of love: “In this si-
lence we bow our heads in 
honor of those that suffered 
here and were murdered. 
This silence, however, is a 
loud cry for forgiveness and 
reconciliation, a prayer to 
a living God, that he never 
allow this again.” We, the 
believers, are not allowed 

to stop calling out to God, 
“We will not defend man 
this way, on the contrary, 
we will contribute to his 
destruction. No—in the 
end we should stubbornly, 
humbly but persistently 
call to God: Wake up! Do 
not forget man, whom you 
created!” That is the way 
that Psalm 44 calls to God, 
embodying the lament of 
suffering Israel. “Our call-
ing out to God ought at 
the same time to penetrate 
and transform our hearts, 
to awaken in us the hidden 
presence of God—that his 
strength, which he placed in 
our hearts, does not become 
suppressed and buried in 
us, in the sludge of egoism, 
fear of people, indifference, 
and opportunism.
Benedict XVI, above all, re-
mained silent in Auschwitz. 
He teaches us to listen to the 
ground of Auschwitz, open-
ing our hearts to God, Who 
is Love. Then Auschwitz 
will not be repeated.
A rainbow appeared in the 
heavens. A sign of God’s fi -
delity.    

Fr. Manfred Deselaers 
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I WAS RESCUING MY OWN HUMANITY

A discussion with Marian Kołodziej, the painter and superb set designer, former Auschwitz prisoner 
number 432, author of the “Memory Photographs” Exhibition, which is on display at the Franciscan 
Center in Harmęże.

 On the occasion of cel-
ebrating the Seventi-
eth Anniversary of the 
outbreak of WWII in 
Gdańsk, a new illus-
trated book dedicated 
to your exhibition 
“Memory Photographs” 
is to be published. Does 
that mean that you have 
completed your work 

with the exhibition in 
Harmęże?

I just brought the last 
four works. Nothing 
more will be added 
here. To be truthful, 
I have had my fi ll of this 
subject, because I live it 
and think about it the 
whole time.

 How many years has 
the exhibition been in 
the making?

Each artist struggles 
for his own line. While 
I was still at the Art 
Academy, I decided that 
I would not get into this 
subject; it was supposed 
to be, for me, like a book 

I had already read, like 
a movie I had already 
seen. I thought that this 
does not pertain to me. 
However, I had a stroke. 
Because of it, I never de-
veloped my own line. 
The whole exhibition is 
the result of the reha-
bilitation that I had to 
go through. It is not my 
own dreamed-of line. 
When my right hand 
fi nally became appro-
priately fi t, there were 
already so many draw-
ings that the next ones 
had to be continued 
with the same line—the 
rehabilitation line. 

 You did not want to get 
involved in this sub-
ject. However, reha-
bilitation forced you to 
“pour” the images onto 
paper. Was it better to 
leave this subject or in-
clude it in your art?

First of all, I believe, 
that I do not do art. Art 
always goes in the direc-
tion of aestheticism, and 
all of this is quite brutal 
and quite cruel. That 
is why I thought about 
how to present it, espe-
cially since there was 
no photographer during 
these events and I have 
the obligation of memo-
ry. All of us that were in 
the camp have such an 
obligation. You cannot 
call this art. I thought 
about how to begin this; 
and started with my 
own growing up and 
rescuing my own hu-
manity. Sometime in the 
future, someone may 
consider, the way we 
think about cave paint-
ings today, what people 
in the 20th century had 
the audacity to perpe-
trate; that the human 
body was turned into 
an industrial commod-
ity; nothing could be 
wasted; fat, hair, bones, 
everything was uti-
lized. This is atrocious. 
A death factory. Not 
only metaphorically.
I am, in general, a pes-
simist when it comes to 
the future of our world. 
I think that just as the 
Egyptian, Greek and 
Roman civilizations 
passed away, that the 
same awaits the Judeo-
Christian. All the inven-
tions that have come 

about till now have been 
taken over by the mili-
tary and turned against 
humanity. I do not want 
to think at all about this 
subject, because you just 
cannot compare it with 
what happened in the 
camp. Those who were 
not there are incapable 
of imagining what peo-
ple are capable of.

 Is the exhibition in-
tended as a warning?

In my stage designs 
I always featured what 
I called useless com-
mandments of starch 
glue, waste paper, card-
board and pencil. This 
does not change any-
thing, anyway. That’s 
horrible. I failed. It’s 
enough to turn on the 
TV to see things very 
similar to what hap-
pened in Auschwitz. 
We hardly educate our 
young people about this 
at all.

 On the other hand, a 
lot of good is being 
done…

But not universally. 
There are sporadic inci-
dences.

 Maybe it’s because 
good is diffi cult, and 
evil is easy?

I don’t even want to 
think about that subject.

 What will your book 
look like? Will it in any 
way add to what can be 
seen at the exhibit?

Everything depends on 
the person who is work-
ing on it. We are begin-
ning discussions on the 
subject now. When I get 
all the materials, we will 
start work on the con-
cept of the book. Here, 
every room has its des-
ignation, its own emo-
tional charge. The book 
should be similarly con-
structed, but it cannot 
be an illustration of the 
exposition. Will there be 
anything else? I do not 
believe in sermons, any-
way. People will never-
theless understand it as 
they please and do what 
they like.  

Interview by Pawel Sawicki 
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History

PEOPLE OF GOOD WILL

ZOFIA ZDROWAK 
(BORN 1928; 

MARRIED NAME: DĘTKOŚ)

VESTIGES OF HISTORY
FROM THE COLLECTIONS OF

THE AUSCHWITZ MUSEUM

The scene was the old, prewar distillery owned by the 
Haberfeld family, which made vodka and liqueurs. 
In the 1990s, the Haberfelds asked the town of Oświęcim 

to help them recover a building and the factory they owned 
until the outbreak of World War II.

The Haberfelds live in 
the USA. They asked 
an American friend to 
help them renovate their 
buildings. Their friend 
agreed, and his first step 
was a trip to Poland. The 
Haberfelds asked me to 
meet with him. I showed 
him around the apartment 
building and the distillery.
Soon after he left, two 

students, Abraham 
and Daniel, came to 

Oświęcim to work 
on the cost estimate 
for the renovation. 
We went down 
into the basement 
of the apartment 
building, and I 
had a look around 
while Abraham 
was checking the 
condition of the 
foundation. I no-
ticed some hing-
es sticking out 
of the wall, and 
thought, what 
happened to 
the door? Then 
I remembered 

how a co-worker 
of mine from the 

days when I worked in 
the factory once told me 
that, while exploring that 
same cellar, he had come 
across a room full of bot-
tles that was later bricked 
up. I called Abraham over 
and showed him the door 
hinges sticking out of the 
wall. We thought about it, 
and he decided to check 
whether there was indeed 
a bricked-up room there. 
We managed to make 
a small hole in the wall, 
shined a flashlight in-
side—and saw a tunnel. 
The cellar room was full of 
bottles from Jakub Haber-
feld’s old factory. The bot-
tles lined the walls right 
up to the ceiling. Upon 
examination, I noted that 
they were duplicates of 
items that I already had 
in my collection, but a 
document caught my eye. 
Unfortunately, it was so 
old that it crumbled when 
we picked it up. Some of 
those bottles ended up in 
a historical collection in 
Oświęcim. One of them is 
now in my collection. 

Mirosław GanobisA bottle from the Haberfelds’ factory
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The daughter of Jan and 
Anna Trzepla Zdrowak, 
she was born in Brzeszcze 
on June 17, 1928. As a child, 
she lived in a house that her 
parents built in Brzeszcze-
Budy and attended school 
in Brzeszcze. She would 
have started the fi fth grade 
in September 1939. The war 
prevented her from continu-
ing her schooling.

Prisoners from the Ausch-
witz camp began appearing 
near the Zdrowak home in 
the spring of 1942. The fam-
ily tried to help them, and 
Zofi a played an active role. 
The prisoners were assigned 
to various kinds of labor 
nearby. They sometimes 
came into the Zdrowak’s 
yard to draw water from the 
well. This created a chance 
to sneak food to them or 
even to give them dinner; 
the SS guards sometimes 
had to be bribed to turn a 
blind eye. Clandestine mem-
bers between prisoners and 
family members sometimes 
took place under the Zdro-
waks’ roof. 
During the occupation, Zo-
fi a belonged to the Union 
of Armed Struggle/Home 
Army (ZWZ/AK) and went 
by the codenames “Jadźka” 

and “Basia.” She served as 
a courier for the ZWZ/AK 
and for the “Sosienki” par-
tisan band commanded by 
Jan Wawrzyczek. Her orders 
were to maintain permanent 
contact with the Auschwitz 
camp in order to smuggle 
correspondence in and out 
and help feed the prison-
ers. Two couriers from the 
local Peasant Battalions 
group, Helena Płotnicka and 
Władysława Kożusznik, 
helped her.
When the Gestapo was 
searching for her in May 
1943, she went to stay with 
relatives in Komorowice for 
several months. In her place, 
the Gestapo arrested her 
mother, Anna, and held her 
for a month in the bunker in 
block 11 in the Auschwitz I 
Main Camp, subjecting her 
to numerous interrogation 

sessions. When Anna came 
home, both she and Zofi a 
resumed their underground 
work. In the meantime, Zofi a 
had been hired at the town-
ship offi ces located near the 
camp, where she was able to 
stay in touch with the pris-
oners. She smuggled secret 
messages back and forth 
between the camp and the 
“Sosienki” partisan group 
about planned escapes and 
the associated details.
On December 3, 1944, the 
Germans arrested Zofi a, her 
parents, and her sister Emi-
lia, and placed them in the 
cellars of block 11 as pris-
oners of the police. They all 
went through brutal inter-
rogation sessions. When she 
went back to her cell after 
her fi nal interrogation, Zofi a 
was convinced that she was 
about to be shot. She found 
a broken-off piece of a hair-
pin and scratched the words 
“Zofi a Zdrowak, age 16” in 
the wall.
During the evacuation of the 
camp on January 18, 1945, 
the Germans dragged the 
prisoners out of the under-
ground cells in block 11 and 

made them join the forced 
march in the direction of 
Wodzisław Śląski. Near 
Rybnik, Zofi a, her mother, 
and her sister ran away 
from the column. They hid 
nearby and only went back 
to Brzeszcze after liberation. 
Zofi a’s father was evacu-
ated to the Mauthausen 
camp and died there. After 
the war, Zofi a went back to 
school. Until 1956, she suf-
fered offi cial harassment 
for having belonged to the 
ZWZ/AK. She married 
Czesław Dętkoś on April 14, 
1948, and became the moth-
er of two sons. She lives in 
Brzeszcze. After the war, she 
was decorated with the Par-
tisan Cross and the Victory 
Medal.    

Biographical sketch from:
Ludzie Dobrej Woli.

Księga Pamięci
mieszkańców

ziemi oświęcimskiej
niosących pomoc

więźniom KL Auschwitz,
Henryk Świebocki, ed.

Auschwitz-Birkenau
State Museum

and Auschwitz
Preservation Society,

Oświęcim, 2005

Model of  the three-master ship in the bottle

An anonymous prisoner placed 
a three-masted ship with an accom-
panying tugboat in a square-sided 

glass bottle.

The ship has a background 
consisting of a port with a 
windmill and a lighthouse. 
The inside of the bottle is 
fi lled with modeling clay 
representing a shoreline 
and featuring miniature 
wooden buildings. The 
ship and the tug are both 
carved from wood, while 
the masts are sticks con-
nected by strings repre-
senting the rigging.
The precision is amazing, 
and it is not easy to see how 
all the objects were placed 
inside the bottle, which 
was given to Helena Stup-
ka by an Auschwitz pris-
oner. Unfortunately, the 

recipient cannot recall the 
giver’s name. His anonym-
ity may also have been de-
liberate, in order to reduce 
the risk of being identifi ed 
in case of arrests. Helena 
Stupka showed exceptional 
courage in supplying pris-
oners with food, serving as 
an intermediary in their il-
legal correspondence, and 
collecting food, clothing, 
and medicine for them. 
She also helped prisoners 
to escape. The prisoners, in 
turn, used their talents and 
skills to thank her as best 
they could.   

Agnieszka Sieradzka
Collections Department A-BSM
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THROUGH MOL’S LENS 
27th Cracow Poetry Meeting took place at the International Youth Meeting Center on May 31, 2009. During the evening titled Twelve stations the poem by To-
masz Różycki was presented by Grzegorz Łukawski and Radosław Krzyżowski from the Juliusz Słowacki Theatre in Cracow.        
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